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In STRAIGHT TALK WIRELESS on Armed Defense: What the Experts Want You to Know,
Massad Ayoob and the nation' Douglas information the conditions present during the regular
criminal assault and how exactly to incorporate those conditions into your teaching. In chapters
by distinguished authors hand-picked by Massad Ayoob:John Hearne takes us "inside the
defender's mind" William Aprill describes "Dr.Ron Borsch presents dozens of actual instances of
armed and unarmed residents single-handedly stopping mass murders happening.Craig " Alexis
Artwohl clarifies why understanding how the mind operates is crucial to surviving an strike and
the legal and emotional challenges that stick to.Dr. and reveals the most effective path to train
and plan self-defense incidents.the face of the enemy" to greatly help us understand violence
and those who traffic in it.Dr. energetic robbery/homicide detective, reveals patterns that
emerged during his investigations and describes the variations in tactics of residents who won
versus those that lost.s leading experts on personal protection, self-protection and concealed
carry deliver authoritative assistance from their areas of expertise and personal
experience.Massad Ayoob discusses power, responsibility and the armed way of living.Tom
Givens underscores the need for finding relevant training, through case studies of his own
college students involved in armed encounters.Spencer Blue,""Southnarc" Anthony Semone
discusses post-shooting trauma and necessary steps to build up resilience and symptom
reduction following a deadly power event.Harvey Hedden provides insight and assistance to
guide lawfully armed citizens in interactions with law enforcement.Jim Fleming, Esq. describes
the criminal trial procedure and how it plays out in a " case.righteous use of deadly force in self-
defense"Marty Hayes, JD, supplies the critical queries that must be asked to choose a reliable
post-self-defense incident support company.Obtain the straight talk on armed defense, from
this unique compendium of the globe's leading subject matter specialists in lethal self-defense.
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this book didn't disappoint. This book shines both for the new reader ... My first book I ever find
out about the legalities of self-defense and the use of lethal force was Massad Ayoob's book
"Deadly Power". The book was amazing and, as for many before me, fundamentally changed
just how I viewed self-defense. When I noticed "STRAIGHT TALK WIRELESS on Armed Defense"
premiered I immediately bought it because I have been regularly impressed with the grade of
function that Massad Ayoob generates.As I experienced each chapter of the publication, I found
that asking myself those three questions was extremely powerful.This book shines both for the
brand new reader who is just studying the nuances of armed self-defense, aswell for the
seasoned reader who is already familiar with the concepts. For the new person, this book is an
excellent overview of the countless facets involved with armed defense. I once read somewhere
that it's helpful to consider three queries when examining an action:1) Am I carrying it out?
Excellent information for all those do are or considering concealed carry or armed defense A
broad selection of information from actual experts on legal, psychological and financial aspects
of armed defense, and also insight in to the mindset of criminal perpetrators. are all necessary
bits of the self-defense puzzle.For the seasoned reader/practitioner, I really believe this book is
still immensely useful since it serves as an excellent checklist. As each author mentions, there is
more to self-defense than just investing in a gun and longing for the very best.2) Am We
carrying it out enough?3) Have I mastered it? As the additional reviewers have stated, this book
did not disappoint. Some chapters I came across that I could comfortably reply yes to at least
the 1st two questions, whereas other chapters revealed major areas of opportunity for me. The
chapters aren't meant to become exhaustive treatises on the subject at hand, but rather a
compendium of topics that the accountable armed defender should familiarize themselves with.
Knowing the risk is better than being stupid and likely to jail. The best throughout current
information out there on self-defense with a firearm, how to proceed following the police arrive,
the legal ramifications, psychological ramifications of having to shoot an attacker, etc." Massad
answers that by pointing the reader to a treasure trove of resources for additional study. Book
recommendations, websites, articles, training courses, and lesser force choices are provided to
permit for further exploration by the interested reader. Most of the suggestions will be familiar to
readers of Massad Ayoob's work, but I sense most readers will leave with at least a couple of
new resources to check out. Every armed citizen should go through this book just before you
become involved in a predicament where you feel you need to shoot This information may keep
you out of Jail and a long prison sentence. There are a couple of annual training events that
many of them will attend and present at together, but they are usually sold-out well in advance,
not to mention not broadly advertised. The synopsis covers that ground, so I won't reiterate it;
These people have actual street encounter to back up what they are teaching here. Better Than
per month of YouTube Videos! Massad Ayoob is among, if not the, foremost trainers of armed
self-defense today. Not merely does he train citizens in how exactly to shoot accurately and
properly while under stress, half or more of his curriculum is devoted to the legal aspects of a
self-protection shooting. His MAG40 course has been called "The main one class to take, when
you can take only 1."In this book he offers assembled an amazing band of fellow experts to
address various areas of armed self protection, all of them covering areas that they are known
as experts in. had taken with this latest offering. suffice to state, the average gun owner might
not have heard of many or even most of the contributors to the book, but this is really an all-star
cast. A fantastic reserve for all skill levels. I appreciate the initial strategy that Massad and
Co.This book is a welcome substitute for those of us who want to attend this event but cannot,
and also an introduction to the deeper subjects of armed self defense for the beginner. CCW is a



significant Responsibility Ayoob has assembled a professional group of professionals to
address the serious responsibility of concealed carry. They cover the problems every person
who carries a concealed weapon needs to know and understand. Well shown. All the authors in
this book are excellent. This is an unusual book All the authors in this book are excellent. This is
an unusual book, as many of the authors are police officers or police trainers. If you're seriously
interested in safeguarding "you and yours" - and After all "protecting" in every sense of this
word - then this publication deserves a location in your library. One chapter in particular is worth
the price of the book. There is information in this publication that you will not find anywhere if
you are not a police officer. Ron Borsch, with 47 years in law enforcement, compiles 54
attempted mass killings that were stopped by CITIZENS before police arrived. This information
hasn't been distributed around the public. I discovered somethings but would have liked to find
out much more. I have already been firearms instructor for 15 years, rarely have I encountered
information of this quality, offered this well. There are greater books on self-defense.While two
or more of these experts will be assembled in the same location, it's usually for industry events.
like most of Ayoob’s books This book, like all of Ayoob’s books, provide a lot knowledge to the
subject. Embarrassingly so. And specifically if you conceal bring or have a weapon at home for
protection. In the event that you carry concealed, you need this publication! In the chapter,
Massad answers the query that everyone has if they get to the end of a book: "Now what? Every
writer is eminently certified in their field. A must read! Add this to your library.As ought to be
clear, I'm very impressed with this reserve and highly recommend it. Before you Shoot! Browse it.
Record that you go through it. Excelent Not my first reserve from Massad Ayoob. Some really
awful writing Each chapter is written by a different "expert," and many of them are just terrible
writers. I would put this publication on essential read list if you just want to learn about personal
defense. If you take your right to carry and your responsibility to take action seriously, this book
ought to be on your own required reading list. In fact, just get any book completely written by
Massad Ayoob and you will learn far more from an even more engaging writer. That is
something you should read if you are a gun owner. Understanding criminal psychology, relevant
crime data, peri/post-incident physiology and psychology, criminal/civil trial dynamics, effective
self-defense training, etc. Great read A compilation of professionals on everything self defense,
come up with by Massad Ayoob. For all those that know absolute nothing at all on this topic, I
would recommend reading it, but also for those that already know a great deal you might want
to find something else.One of my favorite areas of this book was the last chapter called
"CONTINUE" - I wish every reserve had a chapter such as this! If you are a carry and concealed
or considering be one this publication is worth reading so you have the some knowledge of the
risk you take each day . Five Stars Very informative. Good but not Spectacular STRAIGHT TALK
WIRELESS on Armed Defense is an excellent read, not spectacular but only good. Excellent
From how we learn to how our culture functions, this book and it's really authors provide brief,
compelling and we'll written information on most of the issues facing the armed individual. Do I
need write anything more.
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